ANNE LA BERGE & ISABELLE VIGIER
NEW WORK

CARGO OF CLOUDS
Installation for 3 screens and quadrophonic sound (2021)
In their new work entitled Cargo of Clouds Anne La Berge and Isabelle Vigier observe
how human use of data impacts landscapes in our contemporary world.
Although data seems free flowing and innocuous it actually exists in the world physically. In Cargo of Clouds, we express the ways data is embedded in our physical
world, and how the global networks supporting data circulation affects our natural
space. Central to the story is the question of how we are involved as individuals in
systems that we do not control, but that have a profound impact on the world.
Do we comprehend the impact of our online behaviour on nature? How can we be
fully human in a world where nature is commodified for the sake of commerce and
profit? And how can we, as artists, compare and link issues of nature’s demise with
parallel issues involving data?
Decoding our landscape/data framework for Cargo of Clouds we pin down definitions for those two terms:
‘Landscape’ can be defined as: A natural site that has been transformed over time
by human actions and planning. We read the landscape as a mirror of our society.
No place on earth has been left untouched; even in the depth of the oceans there
are signs of human society. In Cargo of Clouds we look at what the landscape tells
us about our contemporary society, where new models have emerged and transformed nature. Consequently, our individual and societal relationships to nature
are also transformed.
We define ‘Data’ as: Information in digital form that can be transmitted or processed. Regardless of meaning and content, any information can be translated as
data. It is invisible to us and, most of the time, we are not even conscious of our
interactions with it and our dependency on it as it travels the global digital network at an incomprehensible speed.
>

VIEW 3 SCREENS DEMO
https://vimeo.com/610644657
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Research on data centers and data farm locations around the globe shows that the
data industry is tightly connected to the existing infrastructures of industry and
commercial transport. In northern Europe those networks merge and cluster in industrial areas where data centers stand amongst the many other anomymous industrial buildings. Heavily built semi-urban zones are meant for business only and are
not accessible to the public. They are however often located close to city centers
and border on agricultural nature.
The artists based their investigation in the commercial port of Venlo in the Netherlands, where large amounts of goods are transported daily in connection with a
word-wide network of commerce and industry. Around the city of Venlo, as in many
urban centers around the world, the historically agricultural landscape is being reclaimed to make way for industrial zones based on networks inherently linked to
social and economical enterprises that prioritize a constant flow of goods, and more
recently, data. In addition to the huge physical systems that are activated when we
use it, data has become an indispensable tool for goods circulation. The port of
Venlo, with its barge and container terminals, its warehouses and data centers, epitomizes this idea.
The port of Venlo is the stage of Cargo of Clouds, where we place a human being
(the dancer Valentina Campora) in a context where she is not meant to be: access to
the industrial zone is strictly forbidden. It is as if she had been transported from her
personal screen, her interface with the world, into the high security apparatus that
is hiding behind it. A contemporary Alice in Wonderland, she has landed into a world
on a non-human scale, and that keeps drifting out of her grasp.
In Cargo of Clouds, we address our ambivalent feelings and our responses to the
landscape that is the product of a society high on data with an artistic aim to inspire
our audience to reflect on the wonders and perils we associate with data. Our ambition is to shed a light on the blind spot in our contemporary culture where data and
the physical world co-exist.

THE INSTALLATION
The installation with 3 screens and quadrophonic sound combines powerful visual
and sonic images. The total sequence of 15 minutes is looped, so that the projection is on-going. The arrangement in the exhibition space allows for the public to
circulate amidst the work, and take in the relationships between images, sound and
space. Visitors may come and go at any time.
A live intervention with spoken text at given times brings real-time human presence
into the installation. Although there is an added artistic layer with the live performance, the installations functions on its own without it.
• The video projections consist of three translucid screens, the images can be seen
from any place in the space. Each screen has a specific type of images:
1/ A montage of planned and choreographed scenes in which a performer responds
to the surroundings. Abstract, quasi absurd actions take place.
2/ Arial image of a large concrete platform at the barge terminal where trucks manoeuvre after loading and unloading. We use the platform to stage a choreographed
movement sequence by the performer. The background of concrete tiles works as a
visual grid.
3/ Images of containers being shifted with gigantic cranes. The heavy containers
move smoothly against a sunset sky as if they are weightless.
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The installation uses a quadrophonic audio set-up where the sound is designed to
enhance the sense of space and support the visuals: the performer’s actions onscreen, events in nature or noise caused by machines are mixed with abstract sounds.
Live Intervention: A performer enters the installation space at given times. Acting as
a member of the public, the performer introduces the human voice in a space otherwise filled with contextualized sounds. The poetic text is generated from a phone
that is accessing the data from a website.

THE PERFORMANCE : spoken text and interactive tool
The piece also lends itself to the music public with a version of Cargo of Clouds performed by Anne La Berge where the video is played as a triptych (one projection instead of three) and serves as a context for a live performance elaborating on the text
and interactive tool that she has developed for her intervention in Cargo of Clouds
installation. The piece can therefore be programmed in concert halls and venues.
(Anne La Berge, concept and text, Timo Hoogland programmer.)

INSTALLATION SET-UP

3 projectors / 3 screens / 4 speakers
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THE ISABELLE VIGIER AND ANNE LA BERGE DUO:

Composer Anne La Berge and visual artist Isabelle Vigier’s creative collaborations
focus on the exploration of telling stories through innovative forms of audiovisual
performances. Their research addresses both the technical tools necessary to use
the media they work with and the broader questions about how we respond to
phenomena that impact us as personal and social beings.
Vigier and La Berge make audiovisual works where sound and images can be ‘composed’ interactively. La Berge’s endless enthusiasm and willingness to take on new
sophisticated skills so she can continue to use the next generation of electro-acoustic audio tools onstage has become one of her international calling cards. For Vigier
the challenge is to think in terms of interactivity and to cast her visual language in
dialogue with the music where both are woven into a total composition. Their piece
Utter (2016) for one performer and 6 screens, based on a poem by Anne La Berge
has been performed around the world and is also published in the collection of online Stories by Unsounds : https://unsounds.com/stories/utter/
With Cargo of Clouds they have embarked on a project on a scale bigger than any
other of their earlier collaborative works. They have produced a complex work aimed
at the visual art context, therefore pushing their boundaries both in terms of their
artistic practices and in terms of exposure.
Cargo of Clouds was made with a powerful team of their choice: sound designer
Alex Booy, drone camera operator and technician Paul Beumer, dancer Valentina
Campora and code developer Timo Hoogland.
The project has received funding from Stimulerings Fonds, AFK and Norma Fonds.
In addition the artists have benefited from practical support from Intro In Situ who
have accompanied the project from their base in Maastricht and Heerlen.
ISABELLE VIGIER: https://isabellevigier.com/
ANNE LA BERGE: https://annelaberge.com/
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